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Stale teen comedy

Nathaniel Christopher
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'M HAVING TEA WITH TERRY

Haines, who shares a cozy East Vancouver
bungalow with his partner Aaron . "Do you
have a cat?" 1ask him, intuitively assuming
that one would leap up onto my lap from
beneath the couch.
"No, Aaron's allergic to them. The only cats 1

have are up over there," he replies, motioning
to a small shelf on the wall containing about
two dozen small , porc elain cats, their nine lives
frozen in time like tiny porcelain deities.
On another shelf sits a row of old wind-up
alarm clocks. Haines stands on a chair, reaches
up and takes them down to show me one by one.
Their faces are caked in dust. They've been up
there for a long time, as decorations, not time pieces. As soon as he puts them back up they start
ticking again.The clocks simultaneously awake.
"It doesn't take much to get them going ,"

says Haines.
Haines is a gay aboriginal artist living with
HIY. His film Painted Positive is an intensely
personal view into his thoughts, feelings and
experiences.
Like the clocks on his shelf, Haines' life is
characterized by an ironclad routine. Unlike
the clocks, which can be restarted or neglected
at will, his HIV cannot be ignored.
"I think there's still a sense of stigma
Continued on page 22

Forging a '
trans-feminist
philosophy
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Resorting to remakes

New essay collection seeks to
transform gender
~
Brett Josef Grubisic
F YOU SEARCH THEM OUT, POLITICS CAN BE
found everywhere.
Seeing a poster that's advertising a lecture at UBC'sWomen 's
an d Gender Studies Centre, for example, readers might envision
a stately chamber appointed with cedar details and West Coast artwhen in actuality, it's a forlorn, portable building whose impoverished
aesthetic suggests the university's priorities are decidedly elsewhere.
Similarly, noticing th at the small audience gathered to hear a lecture
about a hybrid of transgender activism an d feminist the ory is mostly pop ulated by non-transgendered scholars does prompt a question or two
about the ability of ivory tower workers to take th eir ideas to the street.
Those political matters were not a visible concern to Krista Scott Dixon, a YorkUniversity lectu rer who appeared at UBC on Dec 8 to talk
about other politi cal ideas in her new book, Trans /formi ng Ferninis ms:
Continued on page 23

Whoever called Another GayMovie fabul ous and hilarious must have been
smoking somet hing.
Whet her the reviewer was paid off or
perhaps sli pped som e kind of hall ucinogenic drug, there's no basis for calling th is stale, supposed parody of a t een
comedy fabulous.
Nor is it hilarious. Not once.
The idea is that four guys (a nerd, a
queen, a jock and a boy next door),
newly graduated from high school, want
to have ''the big A" (anal sex) before the
Labour Daybash held by the local butch
she-stud.
Lots of tackY jokes and visual gags
about anuses and dick size ensue, as do
anxious jokes about bears , SM, barebacking, and circuit party queens.
Low-grade celebrities like Richard
Hatch,Lypsinkaand Scott Thompsonadd
nothing-which makes sense because
the script is a black hole that sucks up
all energy, evenfrom wooden actors and
hapless audience members who may
been tricked by the misused authoritative words on the back ofthe box.

. WE'RE NO ANGELS: 'I'd like to say that the non-trans
queer a'nd feminist communities have been welcoming and
supportive to trans people, since you might think they're
natural allies , but that's not the case,' says Krista Scott-Dixon,
editor of Trans/forming Feminisms .

What's happening with teen transvestite comedies these days?
Not much, especially considering that
She's the Man is based on Shakespeare's 1602teen comedyTwelfthNight
Four centuries later, Shakespeare's
Italian coastal city has been transformed into a high school , and shipwrecked Viola has become a soccer jock
seeking r evenge because she can't join
th e boy's team.
Her plan? Get her gay hairdresser
friend to transfor m her into a boy, pret endto be her tw in broth er,j oin th e rival
soccer te am at lIIy r ia High and then
trounce her forme r school's team .
Her foolproof plan starts to go awry
when she meets her new roommate
Duke (whose continuous shirtlessness
inspires awe in both Viola and the movie
audience). Gender loyalties and confusion erupt and piles of lies are told .
While She's the Man is deft comedy
.(thanks to someterrific casting choices),
it's also an amusing vehiclefor welcome,
if not exactly revolutionary, messages
about gender roles and sexuality.

-Brett Josef Grubisic
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attached to the disease and now
it's even mo rphing in to something
else," says Haines. "People see m to
have an ide a th at HN and AIDS is
manageable, wh ich in a sense it is,
but it's still not going away and it's
still not a cure. People are still
dying from it."
The film opens with images of
Haines entwined in red and green
ribbon running down the length of
his arms, binding his hands and
covering his eyes. The subtle,
graceful movement of his arms
and torso amid thestrands of
ribbon create the illusion of a
dance piece, although Haines says
this was an unanticipated result.
"We didn't realize it would come
out as dance footage but I'm glad it
did," he says. "We just wanted the
sense of being entwined in red
ribbon, entwined in this disease.
Your feet are bound because you
have it, right? There's no getting
around it. Youjust live with it."
His soft, deep voice provides the
framework for his message of edu cation-and alarm. Much of his
monologue is a close-up of his face
looking directly into the camera.
"It makes you have to look and
have to listen to what I'm saying. In
my mind, when I was making it,
that was the way I would connect
to the audience: to directly look
them right in the eye," says Haines.
During his six-month training
course in digital video and television at the Native Education
Centre, his instructors told him that
you aren't supposed to look directly

into the camera, so he deci ded to
do the exact opposite. "That's how I
am," he says emphatically."You tell
m e not to do something and I'll do
it. Just to be differen t."
At th e start of th e movie,
Haines lists the th ree strikes he
sees ranged against him: be ing
aboriginal, gay and HN- positive.
"From my pe rspective it's a
strike against me because I'm First
Nations but I'm non-status First
Nations, which means somewhere
down the line my family lost their
right to native status," he explains.
"My mom recently got it back, but
none of my brothers or myself can
get it because of the way the government has categorized who is
and who isn't. I applied three times
for my status over the years and
have been refused each time. So it's
like, 'Okay, I'll give up on that.'''
He recalls hitting a particularly
rough patch at one poi nt and turning to some soci al se rvice agencies
for support. Under th e impression
that they would help people with
HN who were experiencing financial difficulties, he asked them for a
subsidized bus pass to get out and
look for work, but was denied. For
Hames, the experience added
another layer of humiliation to an
already painful situation.
"First of all, it's almost degrading
to ask people for help," he says,
"and then to get turned down is a
double. So I just thought I'm going
to look for work and do what I can
and deal with it. Accept my situation and try and work and at least
be self-sufficient in that way. So
that's what I do, I work all the tim e."
By sharing his story Haines

hopes to educate people.
"I wonder if the y'll ever find a
cure. I wonder if th ey'll find a cure
in my time," he says in his video.
"Let's educate our selves. Might be
too late for me; it's not too late for
some of you . We need to treat this
disease as serious as it is. It's
taking lives all the time."
Some of these lives are honoured on the Vancouver AIDS
Memorial located at Sunset Beach,
which figures prominently in
Painted Positive. "One of my old
bosses had fought to get the wall
put there, Ed Lee, and I wanted to
honour him and his fight for that
wall in the movie," says Haines.
In the film, Haines places himself against the backdrop of the
wall. Above him are the many
names of those who have passed
and below him blank space. "The
last shot was me sitting halfway
between the names and the blank.
It's kind of an unsaid message that
I could be on that wall."
Haines believes the wall shou ld
go around the entire park, not ju st
sit in one section."It's important
to pay attention to the people who
have passed, living with it and
fighting to get awareness," he says.
"It's still there, it's still happening.
It's not ju st a one-day-of-the-year
event; it's all year long.
"People shouldn't be afraid to
say I'm HN-positive," he continues. "People aren't afraid to say, 'I
have cancer.' In my eyes it's almost
the same thing."

Terry Haines' video, Painted
Positive, is available at Video in
Studios, located at 1965 Main St.

